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TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to a blow molding apparatus that can change the row pitch of a plurality of rows of neck molds.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] A blow molding apparatus that changes the row pitch of two rows of neck molds has been known. In Patent Document 1, the row pitch of blow cavity molds when the blow cavity molds are opened after blow molding is set to differ from the row pitch of the blow cavity molds during a period other than the mold opening period. In Patent Document 2, the row pitch of two rows of holding plates that respectively hold neck molds is changed using a link mechanism.

[0003] Patent Document 3 discloses a rotary transfer blow molding apparatus that is configured so that a transfer plate that is intermittently transferred is moved upward and downward in an injection molding station that is one of a plurality of stations. Patent Document 4 discloses a structure in which a holding plate that holds preforms is supported by a rotary transfer plate by sandwiching each end of the holding plate between a guide plate and a fall prevention member.

[0004] EP 0 525 727 A1 describes a blow molding apparatus with two rows of holding plates for holding a plurality of preforms, wherein the row pitch in the rows of holding plates can be changed.


RELATED-ART DOCUMENT

PATENT DOCUMENT


SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

PROBLEMS TO BE SOLVED BY THE INVENTION

[0007] When using a one-stage method (hot parison method) that blow-molds a preform (parison) that retains heat applied during injection molding into a container, the number of preforms that can be injection-molding at the same time is limited. On the other hand, productivity can be improved by increasing the number of rows of preforms (i.e., increasing the number of preforms that are molded at the same time) when the preform is small (see Patent Documents 1 and 2).

[0008] When using a plurality of rows of holding plates that hold the preforms, it is necessary to use a plurality of rows of molds. When the number of rows is 2, the row pitch is changed between a wide pitch when two rows of blow molds are opened and a narrow pitch during injection molding or the like (see Patent Documents 1 and 2).

[0009] In Patent Document 2, the mold closing/opening device that closes/openes the two rows of blow molds performs a single-sided operation, and the blow molds are connected using a horizontal tie rod.

[0010] Several aspects of the invention may provide a highly flexible blow molding apparatus that can easily implement a reduction in molded article transfer path and time loss while improving productivity by transferring a plurality of rows of molded articles, can easily deal with an optional operation (e.g., preliminary blow molding during a temperature control step), and allows an easy change in the number of rows and the like.

[0011] Several aspects of the invention may provide a highly flexible blow molding apparatus that allows easy installation/removal of a plurality of rows of blow molds, and allows a change in the number of rows of blow molds.

[0012] Several aspects of the invention may provide a blow molding apparatus that can improve the quality of simultaneously molded articles while improving productivity by transferring a plurality of rows of molded articles.

MEANS FOR SOLVING THE PROBLEMS

[0013] According to one embodiment of the invention, there is provided a blow molding apparatus comprising:
N rows of holding plates, N being an integer equal to or larger than 2, wherein each of the N rows of holding plates to be transferred along a transfer direction holding a plurality of neck molds;
a support-transfer member that transfers the N rows of holding plates, the support-transfer member supporting the N rows of holding plates so that a row pitch of the N rows of holding plates can be changed;
an injection molding station that injection-molds a plurality of preforms, the injection molding station including N rows of injection cavity molds that are clamped to the plurality of neck molds that are held by each of the N rows of holding plates;
a temperature control station that includes N rows of temperature-controlled pot molds that are disposed on a downstream side of the injection molding station in the transfer direction, and performs a temperature control operation by disposing the plurality of preforms held by the N rows of holding plates in the N rows of temperature-controlled pot molds;
a blow molding station that includes N rows of blow molds that are disposed on a downstream side of the temperature control station in the transfer direction, and blow-molds the plurality of preforms held by the N rows of holding plates into a plurality of containers; and
a row pitch change section that is adapted to change the row pitch of the N rows of holding plates, wherein P1 is the row pitch of the N rows of holding plates when they hold the plurality of preforms that have been injection-molded and P2 is the row pitch of the N rows of holding plates when they hold the plurality of containers that have been blow-molded, characterized in that P3 is the row pitch of the N rows of holding plates when they hold the plurality of preforms that are transferred to the N rows of blow molds that are opened and the row pitch change section is adapted to change the row pitch of the N rows of holding plates so that P1 < P3 < P2 is satisfied.

According to the invention, the row pitch P3 (P1<P3<P2) is provided in addition to the row pitches P1 and P2,
hold the plurality of preforms that are transferred to the N rows of open blow molds to P3.

If the preforms are transferred to the blow molds in a state in which the row pitch is set to the maximum pitch P2,
the preforms cannot be transferred to the blow molds when the row pitch is P1 that is employed during injection molding.

When the number of rows of blow molds is an odd number equal to or larger than 3, since a pair of blow cavity molds are opened unsymmetrically with respect to the blow molding center,
the preforms cannot be transferred to the blow molds when the row pitch is P1 that is employed during injection molding.

If the preforms are transferred to the blow molds in a state in which the row pitch is set to the maximum pitch P2,
the preforms cannot be transferred to the open blow molds unsymmetrically when the row pitch is P1.

Since the body of the preforms expands due to preliminary blow molding, the preforms cannot be transferred to the open blow molds unsymmetrically when the row pitch is P1 that is employed during injection molding.

When the number of rows of blow molds is an odd number equal to or larger than 3, since a pair of blow cavity molds are opened unsymmetrically with respect to the blow molding center,
the preforms cannot be transferred to the blow molds when the row pitch is P1 that is employed during injection molding.

Since the pitch change motion (operation) is performed in the blow molding station, it
is important to reduce the operation time in order to complete the entire operation within one cycle. According to one aspect of the invention, the above problems can be solved by setting the row pitch of the N rows of holding plates that hold the plurality of preforms that are transferred to the N rows of open blow molds to P3.

The blow molding apparatus may further comprise:

an ejection station that is disposed on a downstream side of the blow molding station in the transfer direction, and ejects the plurality of containers from the N rows of holding plates,
the row pitch change section may include a P2-P1 pitch change section, the P2-P1 pitch change section being provided in the ejection station, and may change the row pitch of the N rows of holding plates from P2 to P1 before the ejection station ejects the plurality of containers from the N rows of holding plates.

According to the above configuration, the installation space of an ejection member such as a driving cylinder can be reduced. Moreover, since it is unnecessary to return the row pitch from P2 to P1 in the injection molding station that requires the longest molding time, a sufficient injection cycle time can be effectively provided.

In the blow molding apparatus, each of the N rows of holding plates may include a pair of split plates, each of the plurality of neck molds may include a pair of neck split molds that are secured on the pair of split plates, the plurality of containers may be ejected by increasing an interval between the pair of split plates, and the ejection station may eject the plurality of containers sequentially from the N rows of holding plates that are disposed at the row pitch P1.

According to the above configuration, interference can be prevented even if a plurality of holding plates that are adjacent to each other at the minimum pitch P1 interfere with each other when the containers are ejected at the same time. Moreover, since a single ejection operation of the ejection station can be completed within a short time, a
plurality of ejection operations can be completed within one cycle.

[0019] In the blow molding apparatus, each of the N rows of blow molds may include a pair of blow cavity split molds, a row pitch of the N rows of blow molds may be P1 when the N rows of blow molds are closed, the row pitch of the N rows of holding plates may be set to P1 when the N rows of blow molds are closed, the pair of blow cavity split molds in at least one row among the N rows may be disposed at unsymmetrical positions with respect to a blow molding centerline when the N rows of blow molds are closed, and the row pitch of the N rows of blow molds may be P2 when the N rows of blow molds are opened, the plurality of preforms may be transferred to a space between the pair of blow cavity split molds of each of the N rows of blow molds in a state in which the row pitch of the N rows of blow molds is set to be larger than P3, and the row pitch of the N rows of holding plates is set to P3, the row pitch of the N rows of holding plates may be set to P2 when the row pitch of the N rows of blow molds is set to P2, and the plurality of containers may be transferred from the space between the pair of blow cavity split molds of each of the N rows of blow molds.

[0020] When the pair of blow cavity split molds in at least one row among the N rows of blow molds are disposed at unsymmetrical positions with respect to the blow molding centerline when the N rows of blow molds are closed, the row pitch P2 of the N rows of blow molds when the N rows of blow molds are opened is necessarily larger than the row pitch P2 of the N rows of blow molds when the N rows of blow molds are closed. The transfer path of the preforms and the closing time of the blow molds can be reduced by transferring the preforms to the N rows of blow molds while setting the row pitch of the N rows of holding plates to P3 (<P2) instead of the maximum pitch P2.

[0021] In the blow molding apparatus, N may be 2, two blow cavity split molds among the pairs of blow cavity split molds of the two rows of blow molds that are adjacent to each other in a row direction may be secured on a back side, and two blow cavity split molds among the pairs of blow cavity split molds of the two rows of blow molds that are disposed on an outer side in the row direction may be driven, so that the row pitch of the two rows of blow molds is set to P2 when the two rows of blow molds are opened.

[0022] In this case, since the pair of open blow cavity split molds are disposed at unsymmetrical positions with respect to the blow molding centerline when the blow molds are closed, it is effective to set the row pitch to P3.

[0023] In the blow molding apparatus, N may be 3, an outermost blow cavity split mold may be secured on a mold closing plate, the outermost blow cavity split mold may be one of the pair of blow cavity split molds of each of two outer blow molds among the three rows of blow molds, the other of the pair of blow cavity split molds of each of the two outer blow molds may be respectively secured on the pair of blow cavity split molds of a center blow mold among the three rows of blow molds on a back side, the three rows of blow molds may close contact with each other in the row direction, and the row pitch of the three rows of blow molds may be P1 when the three rows of blow molds are closed, the pair of blow cavity split molds of the center blow mold may be driven line-symmetrically with respect to the blow molding centerline, the pair of blow cavity split molds of each of the two outer blow molds may be disposed at unsymmetrical positions with respect to the blow molding centerline, and the row pitch of the three rows of blow molds may be P2 when the three rows of blow molds are opened.

[0024] In this case, since the pair of open blow cavity split molds are disposed at unsymmetrical positions with respect to the blow molding centerline when the blow molds are closed, it is effective to set the row pitch to P3.

[0025] In the blow molding apparatus, the temperature control station may perform the temperature control operation by preliminary blow-molding the plurality of preforms in the N rows of temperature-controlled pot molds so that a body of the plurality of preforms that have been preliminary blow-molded comes in contact with a heated inner wall surface of the N rows of temperature-controlled pot molds.

[0026] In this case, since the diameter of the body of the preforms increases as compared with that during injection molding, it is effective to set the row pitch to P3 during the unsymmetrical drive operation.

[0027] In the blow molding apparatus, the row pitch change section may include a P3-P1 pitch change section, the P3-P1 pitch change section may be provided in the blow molding station, and may reduce the row pitch of the N rows of holding plates that hold the plurality of preforms from P3 to P1 in synchronization with a closing motion of the N rows of blow molds.

[0028] Since the row pitch of the N rows of holding plates can be changed in synchronization with the closing motion of the N rows of blow molds, a situation in which the preforms that have not been blow-molded are damaged due to the mold closing motion can be prevented.

[0029] In the blow molding apparatus, the row pitch change section may include a P1-P2 pitch change section, the P1-P2 pitch change section may be provided in the blow molding station, and may increase the row pitch of the N rows of holding plates that hold the plurality of containers from P1 to P2 in synchronization with an opening motion of the N rows of blow molds.
Since the row pitch of the N rows of holding plates that hold the plurality of containers can be changed in synchronization with the opening motion of the N rows of blow molds, a situation in which the containers are damaged due to the mold opening motion can be prevented.

In the blow molding apparatus,

the row pitch change section may include a P1-P3 pitch change section, the P1-P3 pitch change section may be provided in the temperature control station, and may increase the row pitch of the N rows of holding plates that hold the plurality of preforms from P1 to P3.

The row pitch is changed to P3 after the temperature control step, but before the plurality of preforms are transferred to the N rows of open blow molds. Since another pitch change operation is required in the blow molding station, it is preferable to change the row pitch in the temperature control station. This also contributes to a reduction in the transfer path of the preforms.

In the blow molding apparatus,

the support-transfer member may include a row pitch-keeping member that keeps the row pitch of the N rows of holding plates to P1, P2, or P3,

the N rows of holding plates may include a row pitch change link mechanism that changes the row pitch,

the row pitch change link mechanism may include a guide rod that is supported by the support-transfer member and moved when changing the row pitch, the guide rod may include three engagement sections that are spaced along a moving direction, and

the row pitch-keeping member may include an engagement section that elastically engages one of the three engagement sections.

This makes it possible to reliably keep the row pitch to P1, P2, or P3 even during the transfer operation or the like.

There may be provided a blow molding apparatus comprising:

N (N is an integer equal to or larger than 2) rows of holding plates;
N rows of blow molds that blow-mold a plurality of preforms held by the N rows of holding plates into a plurality of containers;
a mold closing/opening device that closes/open the N rows of blow molds; and
a row pitch change section that changes a row pitch of the N rows of holding plates,
each of the N rows of blow molds including a pair of blow cavity split molds,
a row pitch of the N rows of blow molds being P1 when the N rows of blow molds are closed,
the row pitch of the N rows of holding plates being set to P1 when the N rows of blow molds are closed,
the mold closing/opening device including two mold closing/opening sections that close/open two blow cavity split molds of the N rows of blow molds that are positioned on an outer side in a row direction, and a split mold synchronization member that engages and moves the two blow cavity split molds in synchronization, and being formed without using a tie rod, and
the row pitch change section engaging the split mold synchronization member that is displaced corresponding to synchronization movement of the two blow cavity split molds, and changing the row pitch of the two rows of holding plates in synchronization with movement of the two blow cavity split molds.

According to this aspect, since the mold closing/opening device can be formed without using a tie rod, the blow molds can be installed and removed in the horizontal direction through the side of the blow molding apparatus. Moreover, the blow cavity split molds positioned on the outermost side can be moved in synchronization using the split mold synchronization member while independently driving the blow cavity split molds using the mold closing/opening sections. It is also possible to change the row pitch of the N rows of holding plates by utilizing the displacement of the split mold synchronization member, and change the row pitch of the N rows of holding plates in synchronization with the movement of the blow cavity split molds.

There may be provided a blow molding apparatus comprising:

N rows of holding plates, each of the N rows of holding plates holding a plurality of neck molds;
a support-transfer member that transfers the N rows of holding plates, the support-transfer member supporting the N rows of holding plates so that a row pitch of the N rows of holding plates can be changed;
an injection molding station that injection-molds a plurality of preforms, the injection molding station including N rows of injection cavity molds that are clamped to the plurality of neck molds that are held by each of the N rows of holding plates; and
a blow molding station that includes N rows of blow molds, and blow-molds the plurality of preforms held by the N
rows of holding plates into a plurality of containers, the support-transfer member including:

- two rail members that are disposed on either end of the N rows of holding plates in a longitudinal direction;
- at least one reinforcement shaft that is provided along a row direction of the N rows of holding plates; and
- two first securing sections that secure either end of the at least one reinforcement shaft,

each of the N rows of holding plates including two guide members that are guided along the two rail members, and support the N rows of holding plates so that the row pitch of the N rows of holding plates can be changed, and
each of the N rows of holding plates having at least one first through-hole that receives the at least one reinforcement shaft.

[0038] If the N rows of holding plates are supported by the guide members only on the ends in the longitudinal direction, the N rows of holding plates may flex in the intermediate area in the longitudinal direction. According to the above configuration, at least one first through-hole is formed in each of the N rows of holding plates in the intermediate area in the longitudinal direction. At least one reinforcement shaft is inserted into the first through-hole, and the ends of the at least one reinforcement shaft are secured using the first securing sections. The at least one reinforcement shaft thus suppresses flexure of the N rows of holding plates. Therefore, the preforms (containers) can be molded at a uniform height using the neck molds held by the N rows of holding plates independently of the position of each holding plate in the longitudinal direction, so that uniform molding quality can be achieved.

[0039] In the blow molding apparatus, the support-transfer member may further include a second securing section that secures an intermediate part of the at least one reinforcement shaft at a position between the N rows of holding plates.

[0040] Since flexure of the reinforcement shaft is suppressed by the second securing section, flexure of the N rows of holding plates can be further suppressed.

[0041] In the blow molding apparatus, each of the N rows of holding plates may include a pair of split plates, each of the plurality of neck molds may include a pair of neck split molds that are secured on the pair of split plates, the plurality of containers may be ejected from the plurality of neck molds by increasing an interval between the pair of split plates, and
one of the pair of split plates of each of the N rows of holding plates may have a depression at a position opposite to the second securing section.

[0042] When the containers are ejected by increasing the interval between the pair of split plates, the split plates of the N rows of holding plates may almost come in contact with each other. In this case, since at least part of the second securing section is disposed within the depression, a situation in which the second securing section interferes with the split plate can be prevented.

[0043] In the blow molding apparatus, each of the N rows of holding plates may include:

- two second through-holes that are formed in the row direction at a plurality of positions in the longitudinal direction;
- two guide shafts that are respectively inserted into the two second through-holes; and
- two biasing members that are respectively inserted into the two guide shafts, and bias the pair of split plates in a closing direction, and
the at least one reinforcement shaft may be disposed between the two guide shafts in the longitudinal direction.

[0044] According to the above configuration, the N rows of holding plates are supported by the guide members on each end in the longitudinal direction, supported by the guide shafts in the inward position, and supported by the at least one reinforcement shaft in a further inward position. This makes it possible to suppress flexure of the N rows of holding plates over the entire area in the longitudinal direction. It is preferable to provide the guide shafts that support the biasing members at remote positions in the longitudinal direction since a biasing force that biases the pair of split plates in the closing direction can be applied over the entire area in the longitudinal direction.

[0045] In the blow molding apparatus, the plurality of neck molds may be closed after the support-transfer member has been moved downward in the blow molding station, and
the blow molding station may include a plurality of stoppers that come in contact with the support-transfer member that has been moved downward to specify a lower limit position of the support-transfer member at a position between the N rows of holding plates.

[0046] The N rows of holding plates may flex due to flexure of the support-transfer member that supports the N rows
of holding plates. The plurality of stoppers provided in the blow molding station come in contact with the support-transfer member that has been moved downward at a position between the N rows of holding plates, so that flexure of the support-transfer member can be suppressed.

5 BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0047]

FIG. 1 is a schematic view illustrating four main steps performed by a rotary transfer blow molding apparatus according to one embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 2 is a view showing an injection molding step that injection-molds two rows of preforms disposed at a row pitch P1.

FIG. 3 is a view showing a temperature control step that preliminarily blow-molds two rows of preforms disposed at a row pitch P1.

FIG. 4 is a view showing a process that changes the row pitch of two rows of preforms removed from temperature-controlled pot molds from P1 to P3.

FIG. 5 is a view showing a process that transfers two rows of preforms disposed at a row pitch P3 to blow molds.

FIG 6 is a view showing a process that closes blow molds (row pitch: P1).

FIG. 7 is a view showing a process that opens blow molds (row pitch: P2).

FIG. 8 is a view showing a sequential ejection step (row pitch: P1).

FIG. 9 is a front view showing a rotary transfer blow molding apparatus according to one embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 10 is a view showing a temperature-controlled pot lift mechanism disposed in a temperature control station.

FIG. 11 is a bottom view showing a transfer plate.

FIG. 12 is a view showing a row pitch change section disposed in a temperature control station.

FIG. 13 is a view showing a pitch change operation of a row pitch change section disposed in a temperature control station.

FIG. 14 is a view showing a row pitch-keeping member disposed on a transfer member.

FIG. 15 is a cross-sectional view taken along the line XV-XV in FIG. 14.

FIG. 16 is a view showing a state in which two rows of preforms disposed at a row pitch P3 have been transferred to a blow molding station.

FIG. 17 is a view showing a state in which two rows of preforms disposed at a row pitch P3 have been transferred to two rows of open blow molds.

FIG. 18 is a view showing a state in which blow molds are closed (row pitch: P1).

FIG. 19 is a view showing a state in which blow molds are opened (row pitch: P2).

FIG. 20 is a view showing a transfer operation from a blow molding station (row pitch: P2).

FIG. 21 is a plan view showing an ejection station.

FIG. 22 is a side view showing an ejection station.

FIG. 23 is a view showing a state in which three rows of blow molds are closed.

FIG. 24 is a view showing a state in which three rows of blow molds are opened.

FIG. 25 is a schematic oblique view showing two rows of holding plates secured on a support-transfer member.

FIG. 26 is a cross-sectional view showing a rail member and a guide member that are disposed on each end of two rows of holding plates in the longitudinal direction.

DESCRIPTION OF EXEMPLARY EMBODIMENTS

[0048] Exemplary embodiments of the invention are described in detail below. Note that the following exemplary embodiments do not in any way limit the scope of the invention defined by the claims laid out herein, and all of the elements of the following exemplary embodiments should not necessarily be taken as essential elements of the invention.

1. Molding process performed by blow molding apparatus, and row pitch

[0049] FIG. 1 is a schematic view illustrating four main steps performed by a rotary transfer blow molding apparatus according to one embodiment of the invention. The four main steps include an injection molding step, a temperature control step, a blow molding step, and an ejection step. A rotary transfer blow molding apparatus 10 shown in FIG. 1 includes an injection molding station 12, a temperature control station 14, a blow molding station 16, and an ejection station 18, the injection molding station 12, the temperature control station 14, the blow molding station 16, and the ejection station 18 being respectively provided in regions obtained by equally dividing a transfer region (360°) into four regions. The rotary transfer blow molding apparatus 10 also includes four transfer plates (i.e., support-transfer members) 20A to 20D that are intermittently transferred (rotated) to the injection molding station 12, the temperature control station
14, the blow molding station 16, and the ejection station 18. FIG. 1 illustrates a state in which the transfer plate 20A is intermittently transferred to the injection molding station 12, the temperature control station 14, the blow molding station 16, and the ejection station 18.

[0050] Each of the transfer plates 20A to 20D supports N (N is an integer equal to or larger than 2) rows (e.g., two rows) of holding plates 30 (not shown in FIG. 1; see FIGS. 2 to 8) that respectively hold a molded article 1 (preform 1A, preliminarily blow-molded preform 1B, or container 1C) so that the row pitch can be changed to P1, P2, or P3 (P1<P3<P2). For example, P1=190 mm, P2=290 mm, and P3=210 mm.

[0051] FIGS. 2 to 8 show the row pitch of the two rows of holding plates 30 employed in each step. Note that the two rows of holding plates 30 are supported by the transfer plate 20 (20A to 20D) so as to be slideable in the row direction (see FIG. 2 of Patent Document 2).

[0052] In the injection molding station 12 (see FIG. 2), a plurality of (twelve in FIG. 1) preforms 1A are injection-molded using N rows of injection cavity molds 40, neck molds 42 that are respectively held by the N rows of holding plates 30, and injection core molds (not shown). The row pitch during injection molding is set to the minimum pitch P1. Note that the transfer plate 20A is moved downward to a height H2 during injection molding, and clamps the neck molds 42 held by the transfer plate 20A to the two rows of injection cavity molds 40, the height H2 being lower than a height H1 of the transfer plate 20A during transfer by a distance L. The transfer plate 20A is moved upward after the preforms 1A have been injection-molded, so that the preforms 1A held by the neck molds 42 are removed from the injection cavity molds 40. The injection core molds (not shown) are also moved upward, and removed from the preforms 1A. The preforms 1A held by the neck molds 42 are then transferred to the temperature control station 14 by rotating the transfer plate 20A.

[0053] In the temperature control station 14 (see FIG. 3) that is disposed on the downstream side of the injection molding station 12 in the transfer direction, the body of the preforms 1A is caused to come in contact with the heated inner wall surface of N rows of temperature-controlled pot molds 50 so that the preforms 1A are heated to an optimum blow temperature. In one embodiment of the invention, the preforms 1A are preliminarily blow-molded in the N rows of temperature-controlled pot molds 50, and the preliminarily blow-molded preforms (1B) are caused to come in contact with the inner wall surface of the N rows of temperature-controlled pot molds 50. The body of the preliminarily blow-molded preforms 1B is thus increased in diameter (see FIG. 4), and heated to an optimum blow temperature. The row pitch of the N rows of holding plates 30 in the temperature control step is set to P1, for example. In this case, the row pitch of the N rows of temperature-controlled pot molds 50 is also set to P1. Alternatively, the row pitch of the N rows of temperature-controlled pot molds 50 may be set to the intermediate pitch P3 (P1<P3<P2), and the row pitch of the N rows of holding plates 30 may also be set to the intermediate pitch P3 in the temperature control step. Note that the N rows of temperature-controlled pot molds 50 can be moved upward and downward, and are set at the upward position in the temperature control step. The temperature-controlled pot mold 50 used to preliminarily blow-mold the preform includes a pair of temperature-controlled pot split molds 52A and 52B that can be opened and closed. A temperature-controlled core may be used in the temperature control step. Note that the preform need not necessarily be preliminarily blow-molded, as described later.

[0054] When transferring the preliminarily blow-molded preforms 1B, the row pitch of the N rows of holding plates 30 is set to the intermediate pitch P3 (P3<P1) (see FIG. 4) taking account of the blow molding step.

[0055] As shown in FIGS. 5 to 7, the blow molding station 16 that is disposed on the downstream side of the temperature control station 14 in the transfer direction includes N rows of blow molds 60. In the blow molding station 16, the preliminarily blow-molded preforms 1B are blow-molded into a plurality of containers 1C in the N rows of blow molds 60 that are closed (see FIG. 6). In the blow molding step, the transfer plate 20A is moved downward to a height H3 in the same manner as in the injection molding step.

[0056] Each of the N rows of blow molds 60 includes a pair of blow cavity split molds 62A and 62B. The blow cavity split molds 62A that are adjacent to each other in the row direction are secured on the back side, and the blow cavity split molds 62B that are disposed on the outer side in the row direction are closed/opened. The row pitch of the N rows of blow molds is set to P2 when the blow cavity split molds 62B that are disposed on the outer side in the row direction have been opened (see FIGS. 5 and 7). Specifically, the blow cavity split molds 62A and 62B are disposed at unsymmetrical positions with respect to the blow molding centerlines (i.e., the vertical lines that indicate the pitch P3 in FIG. 5) when the blow cavity split mold 62B is opened (see FIG. 5).

[0057] The row pitch of the N rows of holding plates 30 is set to P3 in a state in which the N rows of blow molds 60 are opened, and the preliminarily blow-molded preform 1B is transferred to the space between the pair of blow cavity split molds 62A and 62B of each of the N rows of blow molds 60. If the row pitch of the N rows of holding plates 30 is set to P1 (P1<P3), the preliminarily blow-molded preform 1B interferes with the blow cavity split mold 62A when the preform 1B is transferred to the space between the pair of blow cavity split molds 62A and 62B. If the row pitch of the N rows of holding plates 30 is set to the maximum pitch P2 (see Patent Documents 1 and 2), interference with another member may occur, or space-saving may not be implemented due to an increase in the radius of rotation.

[0058] The row pitch of the N rows of holding plates 30 may be set to P3 before starting the temperature control step in order to prevent interference. In this case, the row pitch of the N rows of temperature-controlled pot molds 50 is set...
to P3. It suffices that the row pitch of the N rows of holding plates 30 be set to P3 in a state in which the preforms 1B are held by the N rows of holding plates 30 so that interference with the N rows of blow molds 60 can be prevented. In FIG. 5, the preliminarily blow-molded preforms 1B are transferred to the N rows of blow molds 60 that are set at the row pitch P2. Note that another configuration may also be employed (see FIGS. 16 and 17). The blow cavity split mold 62B may be closed in advance to a position at which the blow cavity split mold 62B does not interfere with the preliminarily blow-molded preform 1B. This makes it possible to have enough time for the blow molding operation within one cycle.

The N rows of blow molds 60 are closed after the transfer operation shown in FIG. 5, and the row pitch of the N rows of blow molds 60 is set to P1 (see FIG. 6). The row pitch of the N rows of holding plates 30 is also set to P1. In this case, the row pitch of the N rows of holding plates 30 may be changed in synchronization with the closing motion of the N rows of blow molds 60. The blow molding step is implemented by introducing high-pressure air into the preliminarily blow-molded preforms 1B from a blow core mold while moving a stretching rod in the vertical direction.

The N rows of blow molds 60 are opened after the blow molding operation, and the row pitch of the N rows of blow molds 60 is set to P2 (see FIG. 7). The row pitch of the N rows of holding plates 30 is also set to P2, and the containers C are removed from the blow cavity split molds 62A and 62B of the N rows of blow molds 60. The row pitch of the N rows of holding plates 30 may be changed in synchronization with the opening motion of the N rows of blow molds 60.

The transfer plate 20A is then moved upward, and rotated to transfer the N rows of containers C1 (row pitch: P2).

In the ejection station 18, the row pitch of the N rows of holding plates 30 is set to P1 (see FIG. 8). Each of the N rows of holding plates 30 includes a pair of split plates 30A and 30B, and the neck mold 42 includes a pair of neck split molds 42A and 42B that are respectively secured on the split plates 30A and 30B. The container 1C can be ejected by opening the pair of neck split molds 42A and 42B by a known method (see FIG. 8). The opening/closing stroke of the N rows of holding plates 30 can be provided even when the row pitch of the N rows of holding plates 30 is small (P1) by sequentially opening the N rows of holding plates 30 (see FIG. 8).

2. Blow molding apparatus

2.1. Outline of injection molding station and blow molding station

A plurality of driving rods 82 that are used to move the transfer plate 20A upward and downward are provided in the injection molding station 12, the plurality of driving rods 82 extending downward from a receiving member 80 that holds the transfer plate 20A so that the transfer plate 20A can be rotated and moved upward and downward. The lower ends of the plurality of driving rods 82 are connected via a connection member 84. The transfer plate 20A is moved upward and downward by a transfer plate driver section 86 that includes a cylinder 86A that is secured on the lower base 72, and a rod 86B that is secured on the connection member 84.

A plurality of driving rods 92 that are used to move the transfer plate 20B upward and downward are provided in the blow molding station 16, the plurality of driving rods 92 extending upward from a receiving member 90 that holds the transfer plate 20C so that the transfer plate 20C can be rotated and moved upward and downward. A transfer plate driver section (not shown in FIG. 9) that moves the plurality of driving rods 92 upward and downward via a connection member is provided on the upper base 74.

A vertical mold-closing device 100, an injection core-removing section 102, and the like are also provided in the injection molding station 12. A stretching rod driver section 104, a blow core driver section 106, a raised-bottom mold driver section 108, a blow pressure-receiving plate driver section 110, and the like are also provided in the blow molding station 16.

The following description focuses on the temperature control station 14, the blow molding station 16, and the ejection station 18 in which the row pitch is changed. 2.2. Temperature control station and row pitch change link mechanism

FIG. 10 shows the temperature control station 14 in a state in which the temperature-controlled pot molds 50 shown in FIG. 3 are not provided. A pot stage 122 that is moved upward and downward by a pot driver section 120 secured on the lower base 72 is disposed in the temperature control station 14. The temperature-controlled pot molds
FIG. 11 is a bottom view showing the transfer plates 20A to 20C. FIG. 11 shows a state in which the neck mold 50 shown in FIG. 3 can be moved upward and downward by the pot driver section 120.

As shown in FIGS. 12 and 13, the P1-P3 pitch change section includes a swing arm 144 that swings around a swing shaft 142 supported by the upper base 74, and an arm driver section 146 that swings the swing arm 144. The arm driver section 146 includes a cylinder 146A that is secured on the upper base 74, and a rod 146B that is connected to one end of the swing arm 144 using a pin or the like. When the rod 146B is extended by the cylinder 146A, the other end (that is provided with a roller 144A, for example) of the swing arm 144 is moved upward.

The transfer plate 20B may include a row pitch-keeping member 160 that keeps the row pitch of the N rows of holding plates to P1, P2, or P3. As shown in FIG. 14, the row pitch-keeping member 160 includes a guide tubular body 162 that includes a fitting section 162A that is fitted into a hole formed in the transfer plate 20B. A through-hole 162B into which the guide rod 152 is inserted (in which the guide rod 152 is guided) is formed in the guide tubular body 162. As shown in FIG. 15, the through-hole 162B communicates with a plurality of (e.g., four) radial holes 162C. An engagement section 165 that elastically engages one of the engagement sections 152A, 152B, and 152C is supported within each radial hole 162C. The engagement section 165 includes a plunger 164 that is fitted into one of the engagement sections 152A, 152B, and 152C, a pair of split rings 166A and 166B that prevent removal of the plunger 164, and an elastic biasing member (e.g., O-ring 168) disposed in the radial hole 162C. The plunger 164 includes a pair of split rings 166A and 166B that prevent removal of the plunger 164, and an elastic biasing member (e.g., O-ring 168) that is provided along the pair of split rings 166A and 166B. The plunger 164 may include a spherical body and a shaft. Alternatively, a spherical body may be used instead of the plunger 164, and a biasing member (e.g., coil spring) disposed in the radial hole 162C may be used instead of the O-ring 168. The spherical body and the biasing member that are held within the radial hole 162C may be retained using a bolt, a plunger, or the like.

When the row pitch is P1 (see FIG. 12), the engagement section 165 elastically engages the engagement section 152A (see FIG. 14). Since the height of the guide rod 152 is fixed at this position, the row pitch of the holding plates 30 is kept at P1 by the row pitch change link mechanism 150. When the guide rod 152 has been displaced as shown in FIG. 13 after the temperature control step, the engagement section 165 elastically engages the engagement section 152B (i.e., the row pitch is changed to P2).

2.3. Blow molding station

The blow molding station 16 is described below with reference to FIGS. 16 to 20. FIG. 16 shows a state in which the two rows of holding plates 30 that are set to the row pitch P3 have been transferred to the blow molding station 16 together with the transfer plate 20C. FIG. 17 shows a state in which the transfer plate has been moved downward to the height 13 from the height H1 (see FIG. 16), and the preliminary blow-molded preforms 1B held by the two rows of holding plates 30 that are set to the row pitch P3 have been transferred to the two rows of blow molds 60 that are set to an open state. In FIGS. 16 and 17, the two rows of blow molds 60 have been closed so that the row pitch is larger than P3 to some extent instead of P2 (see FIG. 5). This makes it possible to reduce the mold closing time as compared with the case of closing the blow mold 60 from the row pitch P2 after the preliminary blow-molded preform 1B has been...
transferred to the blow mold 60.

[0076] The blow molding step is then performed by closing the two rows of blow molds 60 (see FIG. 18). A mold closing/opening device 200 that closes/opens the two rows of blow molds 60 is described below.

[0077] The mold closing/opening device 200 includes two mold closing/opening sections 202 that close/open the blow cavity split molds 62B of the two rows of blow molds 60 that are positioned on the outer side in the row direction. The mold closing/opening section 202 includes a hydraulic cylinder 204 and a rod 206, for example. Each rod 206 is connected to a mold closing plate 208 on which the blow cavity split mold 62B is secured. Since the two mold closing/opening sections 202 that respectively drive the two blow cavity split molds 62B are provided, the mold closing/opening device 200 can be formed without using a tie rod (bar).

[0078] Therefore, the blow mold 60 and the like can be removed and installed in the horizontal direction through the side of the blow molding apparatus when removing or maintaining the blow mold 60 and the like. When a horizontal tie rod is provided as shown in FIG. 10 of Patent Document 2, it takes time to remove and install the blow mold 60 and the like due to the horizontal tie rod.

[0079] The mold closing/opening sections 202 are hydraulically controlled in synchronization, but may not move the blow cavity split molds 62B in mechanical synchronization. In order to deal with this problem, the mold closing/opening device 200 is provided with a split mold synchronization member 210 that moves the blow cavity split molds 62B in synchronization. The split mold synchronization member 210 includes racks 212 and 214 that are respectively connected to the blow cavity split molds 62B, and a pinion gear 216 that includes a gear 216A that engages the racks 212 and 214. This makes it possible to move the blow cavity split molds 62B in synchronization.

[0080] In the blow molding station 16, the row pitch change section 130 includes a P1-P2 pitch change section 220 that increases the row pitch of the two rows of holding plates 30 that hold the preliminarily blow-molded preforms 1B from P1 to P2 in synchronization with the opening motion of the two rows of blow molds 60. The P1-P2 pitch change section 220 engages the split mold synchronization member 210 that is displaced corresponding to the synchronization movement of the blow cavity split molds 62B, and changes the row pitch of the two rows of holding plates 30 from P1 to P2 in synchronization with the opening motion of the blow cavity split molds 62B.

[0081] The P1-P2 pitch change section 220 includes a gear 216B that is provided coaxially with the gear 216A of the pinion gear 216, and a rack 218 that engages the gear 216 and is moved upward and downward. A driving rod 218A that moves the guide rod 152 upward via the link arm 150B of the row pitch change link mechanism 150 provided to the two rows of holding plates 30 is secured on the rack 218.

[0082] The row pitch change section 130 also includes a P3-P1 pitch change section 230 that reduces the row pitch of the two rows of holding plates 30 that hold the preliminarily blow-molded preforms 1B from P3 to P1 in synchronization with the closing motion of the two rows of blow molds 60. The P3-P1 pitch change section 230 includes two pressing sections 232 that protrude toward each other above the mold closing plates 208. The pressing sections 232 press the two rows of holding plates 30 or an accessory thereof when the mold closing plates 208 move in the mold closing direction, and the row pitch of the two rows of holding plates 30 is set to P1 upon completion of the mold closing motion.

[0083] The blow molding station 16 that includes the mold closing/opening device 200, the split mold synchronization member 210, the P1-P2 pitch change section 220, and the P3-P1 pitch change section 230 can implement the mold closing motion shown in FIG. 18 and the mold opening motion shown in FIG. 19. When implementing the mold closing motion shown in FIG. 18, the two rows of blow molds 60 are closed at the row pitch P1, and the row pitch of the two rows of holding plates 30 is also set to P1 by the P3-P1 pitch change section 230 and the row pitch change link mechanism 150. When implementing the mold opening motion shown in FIG. 19, the two rows of blow molds 60 are opened at the row pitch P2, and the link arm 150B and the guide rod 152 are moved upward by the P1-P2 pitch change section 220 and the row pitch change link mechanism 150 via the driving rod 218A so that the row pitch of the two rows of holding plates 30 is also set to P2.

[0084] FIG. 20 shows a state in which the transfer plate 20C has been returned to the height H1, and the containers C have been removed from the two rows of blow molds 60. The row pitch of the two rows of holding plates 30 is maintained at P2. The transfer plate 20C is then intermittently transferred to the ejection station 18.

2.4. Ejection station

[0085] The row pitch change section 130 includes a P2-P1 pitch change section 240 that changes the row pitch of the two rows of holding plates 30 from P2 to P1 before the containers 1C are ejected from the two rows of holding plates 30 in the ejection station 18 shown in FIGS. 21 and 22. The P2-P1 pitch change section 240 is disposed on each end of the holding plate 30 in the longitudinal direction. The P2-P1 pitch change section 240 includes a cylinder 242 that is secured on the upper base 74, and a rod 244 that is inserted and removed by the cylinder 242. The rod 244 that has been driven presses the guide rod 152 of the row pitch change link mechanism 150, so that the row pitch of the two rows of holding plates 30 is changed from P2 to P1. FIGS. 21 and 22 show a state after the row pitch of the two rows of holding plates 30 has been changed to P1.
[0086] The ejection station 18 further includes an ejection section 250 that ejects the containers 1C from the two rows of holding plates 30. Each of the two rows of holding plates 30 includes a pair of split plates, and each of the neck molds 42 includes a pair of neck split molds secured on the pair of split plates. The containers 1C are ejected by increasing the interval between the pair of split plates (see FIG. 3 of Patent Document 2, for example).

[0087] The ejection section 250 that is provided corresponding to each row includes a cylinder 252 that is secured on the upper base 74, a rod 254 that is inserted and removed by the cylinder 252, and a wedge-like member 256 that is secured on the lower end of the rod 254. The ejection station 18 ejects the containers 1C sequentially from the two rows of holding plates 30 that are disposed at the row pitch P1. FIG. 22 shows a state in which the containers 1C have been ejected from the holding plates 30 in the right row. As shown in FIG. 21, the interval between the two rows of holding plates 30 that are disposed at the row pitch P1 is narrow. If the containers 1C are simultaneously ejected from the two rows of holding plates 30 that are disposed at the row pitch P1, the holding plates 30 interfere with each other. Such interference can be prevented by increasing the pitch of the holding plates during ejection. However, since the subsequent step is the injection molding step (row pitch: P1), it is advantageous to eject the containers 1C in a state in which the two rows of holding plates 30 are disposed at the row pitch P1 in order to omit an unnecessary change in row pitch and implement space-saving. The row pitch of the two rows of holding plates 30 can be maintained at P1 during ejection by ejecting the containers 1C sequentially from the two rows of holding plates 30.

3. Blow molding apparatus that differs in the number of rows of holding plates

[0088] FIGS. 23 and 24 show the blow molding station 16 of a blow molding apparatus that includes three rows of holding plates 30 and three rows of blow molds 64 (i.e., N=3). FIG. 23 shows a state in which the blow molds 64 are closed at the row pitch P1, and FIG. 24 shows a state in which the blow molds 64 are opened at the row pitch P2. In FIGS. 23 and 24, members having the same functions as those described above are indicated by identical reference symbols (numerals). Specifically, the blow molding apparatus shown in FIGS. 23 and 24 is configured in the same manner as described above, except that the three rows of holding plates 30 and the three rows of blow molds 64 are provided. The blow molding apparatus may be applied to the two-row transfer operation or the three-row transfer operation. The blow molding station 16 of the blow molding apparatus shown in FIGS. 23 and 24 includes the mold closing/opening device 200, the split mold synchronization member 210, the P1-P2 pitch change section 220, and the P3-P1 pitch change section 230. Note that the P1-P2 pitch change section 220 is omitted in FIGS. 23 and 24.

[0089] The center blow mold 64 among the three rows of blow molds 64 includes a pair of blow cavity split molds 64A1 and 64A2. The left blow mold 64 among the three rows of blow molds 64 includes a pair of blow cavity split molds 64B1 and 64B2. The right blow mold 64 among the three rows of blow molds 64 includes a pair of blow cavity split molds 64C1 and 64C2. The blow cavity split molds 64A1 and 64B1 are secured on the back side, and move integrally, and the blow cavity split molds 64A2 and 64C1 are secured on the back side, and move integrally. Each of the blow cavity split molds 64B2 and 64C2 positioned on the outer side in the row direction is secured on the mold closing plate 208.

[0090] As shown in FIG. 23, the row pitch of the three rows of blow molds 64 is P1 when the three rows of blow molds 64 are closed. When the mold closing plates 208 have been driven by the mold closing/opening sections 202, the blow molds 64 positioned on the outer side are closed. The blow cavity split mold 64B2 positioned on the outer side in the row direction presses the blow cavity split molds 64A1 and 64B1 that move integrally, and the blow cavity split mold 64C2 positioned on the outer side in the row direction presses the blow cavity split molds 64A2 and 64C1 that move integrally. The adjacent blow cavity split molds eventually close contact with each other (i.e., the three rows of blow molds 64 are closed). In this case, the pressing sections 252 secured on the mold closing plates 208 press the holding plates 30 positioned on the outer side in the row direction, and the row pitch of the three rows of holding plates 30 is set to P1.

[0091] Note that the preform 1A need not necessarily be preliminarily blow-molded in the temperature control station 14. In FIG. 23, the preform 1A that has not been preliminarily blow-molded is blow-molded into a container. Note that the preform 1A may be preliminarily blow-molded in the temperature control station 14. The preforms 1A (1B) are disposed at the pitch P3, and transferred to the blow molding station 16 regardless of whether or not the preforms have been preliminarily blow-molded. The reason therefor is described later with reference to FIG. 24.

[0092] When the blow molding operation has completed, the mold closing/opening sections 202 drive the mold closing plates 208 to open the three rows of blow molds 64. In this case, the row pitch of the three rows of holding plate 30 is changed from P1 to P2 due to the operation of the split mold synchronization member 210 and the P1-P2 pitch change section 220. When the number of rows of blow molds is an odd number (e.g., N=3), the split mold synchronization member 210 may synchronize the pair of blow cavity split molds of the blow mold that is positioned at the center while synchronizing the blow cavity split molds that are positioned on the outer side in the row directions. The split mold synchronization member 210 may also synchronize a pair of blow molds among the N rows of blow molds that move symmetrically.

[0093] The blow cavity split molds 64B2 and 64C2 positioned on the outer side in the row direction are opened by driving the mold closing plates 208. The blow molding apparatus shown in FIGS. 23 and 24 includes a mold opening...
The row pitch of the three rows of blow molds 64 may be set to P2 when transferring the preform 1A (1B) in the open position shown in FIG. 24. Note that the row pitch of the three rows of blow molds 64 may be set to P3 (P1<P3<P2) in the same manner as described above since the diameter of the body of the preform 1A (1B) is smaller than that of the container 1C (i.e., the preform 1A (1B) does not interfere with the three rows of blow molds 64 that have been opened). Specifically, the feature that sets the row pitch of the N rows of preforms transferred to the blow molds to P3 is suitable for a blow molding apparatus that can deal with a transfer operation that differs in the number of rows (e.g., two-row transfer operation or three-row transfer operation) in addition to the case of transferring preliminarily blow-molded preforms.

The versatility of the blow molding apparatus can be improved by appropriately changing the number of rows (N=2 or N=3).

4. Holding plate flexure prevention mechanism

FIG. 25 shows two (i.e., N) rows of holding plates 30 that are secured on the transfer plates 20A to 20D. FIG. 26 is a cross-sectional view showing a rail member 300 and a guide member 310 that are disposed on each end (A1 and A2) of the two rows of holding plates 30 shown in FIG. 25 in the longitudinal direction A. Note that the flexure prevention mechanism for the two rows of holding plates 30 shown in FIGS. 25 and 26 may be applied to the above embodiments, and may also be applied to a case where the injection molding pitch and the blow molding pitch are changed (see Patent Document 1, for example).

The transfer plate (20A to 20D) shown in FIG. 25 includes the rail member 300 shown in FIG. 26 on each end (A1 and A2) of the two rows of holding plates 30 in the longitudinal direction A. The rail member 300 may include a rail 302.

The transfer plate (20A to 20D) shown in FIG. 25 includes at least one (e.g., two) reinforcement shaft 320 that is provided along the row direction B of the two rows of holding plates 30, and two first securing sections 330 that secure either end of the reinforcement shaft 320.

The guide member 310 is provided on each end (A1 and A2) of the two rows of holding plates 30 in the longitudinal direction A, the guide member 310 being guided along the rail member 300, and supporting the holding plate 30 so that the row pitch of the two rows of holding plates 30 can be changed (see FIG. 26). As shown in FIG. 26, the guide member 310 may have a rail groove 312 that engages the rail 302 of the rail member 300. Each of the two rows of holding plates 30 has two first through-holes 32 that receive the reinforcement shaft 320.

If the two rows of holding plates 30 are supported on only the ends A1 and A2 in the longitudinal direction A (see FIG. 25), the two rows of holding plates 30 may flex in the intermediate area in the longitudinal direction A. In order to deal with this problem, the first through-holes 32 are formed in the two rows of holding plates 30 in the intermediate area in the longitudinal direction A. The reinforcement shaft 320 is inserted into each first through-hole 32, and each end of the reinforcement shaft 320 is secured on the first securing section 330. The reinforcement shaft 320 thus suppresses flexure of the two rows of holding plates 30. Therefore, the preforms 1A (containers 1C) can be molded at a uniform height using the neck molds 42 held by the two rows of holding plates 30 independently of the position of each holding plate 30 in the longitudinal direction A, so that uniform molding quality can be achieved.

As shown in FIG. 25, the transfer plate (20A to 20D) may further include a second securing section 340 that secures the intermediate part of the reinforcement shaft 320 at a position between the two rows of holding plates 30. Since flexure of the reinforcement shaft 320 is suppressed by the second securing section 340, flexure of the two rows of holding plates 30 can be further suppressed.

When the row pitch change force is applied to the guide member 310 from the row pitch change link mechanism 150, the guide member 310 moves along the rail member 300, so that the row pitch of the two rows of holding plates 30 is changed. The resulting row pitch is maintained by the guide rod 152 and the row pitch-keeping member 160 (see FIG. 14). Each end (A1 and A2) of the two rows of holding plates 30 in the longitudinal direction A (see FIG. 25) is positioned between the transfer plate (20A to 20D) and the guide member 310.

As shown in FIG. 25, each of the two rows of holding plates 30 includes the pair of split plates 30A and 30B, and the neck mold 42 includes the pair of neck split molds 42A and 42B that are respectively secured on the split plates 30A and 30B. Therefore, the containers 1C can be ejected from the neck molds 42 by increasing the interval between the pair of split plates 30A and 30B in the ejection station 18.
The split plate 30A of each of the two rows of holding plates 30 has a first depression 34 at a position opposite to the second securing section 340. When the containers 1C are ejected by increasing the interval between the pair of split plates 30A and 30B, the split plates 30A of the two rows of holding plates 30 almost come in contact with each other (see FIG. 8). In this case, since at least part of the second securing section 340 is disposed within the first depression 34 shown in FIG. 25, a situation in which the second securing section 340 interferes with the split plate 30A can be prevented.

As shown in FIG. 25, a centering second depression 36 in the shape of a semicircle or the like may be formed on each end (A1 and A2) of the pair of split plates 30A and 30B in the longitudinal direction A. As shown in FIG. 26, a centering pin 318 is inserted into the second depression 36 formed in the pair of split plates 30A and 30B via a hole 21 formed in the transfer plate (20A to 20D), and is secured on the guide member 310 using a bolt 314. The centering pin 318 is thus received by the second depression 36 formed in the pair of split plates 30A and 30B. Therefore, the center position of the pair of split plates 30A and 30B can be set using the centering pin 318 that moves together with the guide member 310 that changes the row pitch.

As shown in FIG. 25, each of the two rows of holding plates 30 may include two second through-holes 38 that are formed in the row direction B at a plurality of positions in the longitudinal direction A, two guide shafts 39A that are respectively inserted into the second through-holes 38, and two compression coil springs 39B (i.e., biasing members) that are respectively inserted into the guide shafts 39A, and biases the pair of split plates 30A and 30B in the closing direction. The reinforcement shafts 320 may be disposed between the guide shafts 39A in the longitudinal direction A.

In this case, the two rows of holding plates 30 are supported by the guide members 310 on each end (A1 and A2) (see FIG. 25) in the longitudinal direction A (see FIG. 26), supported by the guide shafts 39A in the inward position, and supported by the reinforcement shafts 320 in a further inward position. This makes it possible to suppress flexure of the two rows of holding plates 30 over the entire area in the longitudinal direction A. It is preferable to provide the guide shafts 39A that support the biasing members 39B at remote positions in the longitudinal direction A since a biasing force that biases the pair of split plates 30A and 30B in the closing direction can be applied over the entire area in the longitudinal direction A.

The two rows of holding plates 30 may flex due to flexure of the transfer plate (20A to 20D) that supports the two rows of holding plates 30. For example, the neck molds 42 are closed in the blow molding station 16 after the transfer plate (20A to 20D) has been moved downward. If the transfer plate (20A to 20D) that has been moved downward flexes in the blow molding station 16, the two rows of holding plates 30 also flex, so that the quality of the container 1C may deteriorate.

The blow molding station 16 may include a plurality of (e.g., two) stoppers (not shown) that come in contact with the transfer plate (20A to 20D) that has been moved downward to specify the lower limit position of the transfer plate (20A to 20D) at a position (C1 and C2) (see FIG. 25) between the two rows of holding plates 30. This makes it possible to suppress flexure of the transfer plate (20A to 20D) and the two rows of holding plates 30.

Although only some embodiments of the invention have been described in detail above, those skilled in the art would readily appreciate that many modifications are possible in the embodiments without materially departing from the novel teachings and advantages of the invention, as defined in the claims. The invention may be applied to a horizontal transfer blow molding apparatus instead of a rotary transfer blow molding apparatus. The above embodiments have been described taking an example in which N is 2 or 3. When N is an odd number, N rows of blow molds may be configured in the same manner as in the case where N is 3. When N is an even number, two rows of blow molds may be provided in parallel. Alternatively, one blow mold may be provided on one side of a center blow mold that is opened line-symmetrically when N is an odd number, and an even number of blow molds may be disposed on the other side of the center blow mold.
Claims

1. A blow molding apparatus comprising:

   N rows of holding plates (30), N being an integer equal to or larger than 2, wherein each of the N rows of holding plates (30) to be transferred along a transfer direction holding a plurality of neck molds (42);
   a support-transfer member (20A to 20D) that transfers the N rows of holding plates (30), the support-transfer member (20A to 20D) supporting the N rows of holding plates (30) so that a row pitch of the N rows of holding plates (30) can be changed;
   an injection molding station (12) that injection-molds a plurality of preforms (1A), the injection molding station (12) including N rows of injection cavity molds (40) that are clamped to the plurality of neck molds (42) that are held by each of the N rows of holding plates (30);
   a temperature control station (14) that includes N rows of temperature-controlled pot molds (50) that are disposed on a downstream side of the injection molding station (12) in the transfer direction, and performs a temperature control operation by disposing the plurality of preforms (1A) held by the N rows of holding plates (30) in the N rows of temperature-controlled pot molds (50);
   a blow molding station (16) that includes N rows of blow molds (60, 64) that are disposed on a downstream side of the temperature control station (14) in the transfer direction, and blow-molds the plurality of preforms (1A) held by the N rows of holding plates (30) into a plurality of containers (1C);
   a row pitch change section (130) that is adapted to change the row pitch of the N rows of holding plates (30), wherein P1 is the row pitch of the N rows of holding plates (30) when they hold the plurality of preforms (1A) that have been injection-molded and P2 is the row pitch of the N rows of holding plates (30) when they hold the plurality of containers (1C) that have been blow-molded,

characterized in that

   P3 is the row pitch of the N rows of holding plates (30) when they hold the plurality of preforms (1A) that are transferred to the N rows of blow molds (60, 64) that are opened and
   the row pitch change section (130) is adapted to change the row pitch of the N rows of holding plates (30) so that P1<P3<P2 is satisfied.

2. The blow molding apparatus as defined in claim 1,

   characterized in that it further comprises:

   an ejection station (18) that is disposed on a downstream side of the blow molding station (16) in the transfer direction, and ejects the plurality of containers (1C) that are held by the N rows of holding plates (30),
   the row pitch change section (130) including a P2-P1 pitch change section (240), the P2-P1 pitch change section (240) being provided in the ejection station (18), and changing the row pitch of the N rows of holding plates (30) from P2 to P1 before the ejection station (18) ejects the plurality of containers (1C) from the N rows of holding plates (30).

3. The blow molding apparatus as defined in claim 2,

   characterized in that

   each of the N rows of holding plates (30) includes a pair of split plates (30A, 30B), each of the plurality of neck molds (42) includes a pair of neck split molds (42A, 42B) that are secured on the pair of split plates (30A, 30B), the plurality of containers (1C) being ejected by increasing an interval between the pair of split plates (30A, 30B), and
   the ejection station (18) ejecting the plurality of containers (1C) sequentially from the N rows of holding plates (30) that are disposed at the row pitch P1.

4. The blow molding apparatus as defined in claim 1,

   characterized in that

   each of the N rows of blow molds (60, 64) includes a pair of blow cavity split molds (62A, 62B),
   a row pitch of the N rows of blow molds (60, 64) being P1 when the N rows of blow molds (60, 64) are closed, the row pitch of the N rows of holding plates (30) being set to P1 when the N rows of blow molds (60, 64) are closed, the pair of blow cavity split molds (62A, 62B) in at least one row among the N rows being disposed at unsymmetrical positions with respect to a blow molding centerline when the N rows of blow molds (60, 64) are closed, and the row pitch of the N rows of blow molds (60, 64) being P2 when the N rows of blow molds (60, 64) are opened, the plurality of preforms (1A) being transferred to a space between the pair of blow cavity split molds (62A, 62B) of each of the N rows of blow molds (60, 64) in a state in which the row pitch of the N rows of blow molds (60, 64) is set to be larger than P3, and the row pitch of the N rows of holding plates (30) is set to P3, the row pitch of the N
rows of holding plates (30) being set to P2 when the row pitch of the N rows of blow molds (60, 64) is set to P2, and the plurality of containers (1C) being transferred from the space between the pair of blow cavity split molds (62A, 62B) of each of the N rows of blow molds (60, 64).

5. The blow molding apparatus as defined in claim 4, characterized in that
N is 2, two blow cavity split molds (62A) among the pairs of blow cavity split molds (62A, 62B) of the two rows of blow molds (60) that are adjacent to each other in a row direction being secured on a back side, and two blow cavity split molds (62B) among the pairs of blow cavity split molds (62A, 62B) of the two rows of blow molds (60) that are disposed on an outer side in the row direction being driven, so that the row pitch of the two rows of blow molds (60) is set to P2 when the two rows of blow molds (60) are opened.

6. The blow molding apparatus as defined in claim 4, characterized in that
N is 3, an outermost blow cavity split mold (64B2, 64C2) being secured on a mold closing plate (208), the outermost blow cavity split mold (64B2, 64C2) being one of the pair of blow cavity split molds (64B2, 64B1; 64C1, 64C2) of each of two outer blow molds (64) among the three rows of blow molds (64), the other of the pair of blow cavity split molds (64B2, 64B1; 64C1, 64C2) of each of the two outer blow molds (64) being respectively secured on the pair of blow cavity split molds (64A1, 64A2) of a center blow mold (64) among the three rows of blow molds (64) on a back side,
the three rows of blow molds (64) close contacting with each other in the row direction, and the row pitch of the three rows of blow molds (64) being P1 when the three rows of blow molds (64) are closed, the pair of blow cavity split molds (64A1, 64A2) of the center blow mold (64) being driven line-symmetrically with respect to the blow molding centerline, the pair of blow cavity split molds (64B2, 64B1; 64C1, 64C2) of each of the two outer blow molds (64) being disposed at unsymmetrical positions with respect to the blow molding centerline, and the row pitch of the three rows of blow molds (64) being P2 when the three rows of blow molds (64) are opened.

7. The blow molding apparatus as defined in claim 1, characterized in that
the temperature control station (14) performs the temperature control operation by preliminary blow-molding the plurality of preforms (1A) in the N rows of temperature-controlled pot molds (50) so that a body of the plurality of preforms (1B) that have been preliminary blow-molded comes in contact with a heated inner wall surface of the N rows of temperature-controlled pot molds (50).

8. The blow molding apparatus as defined in claim 1, characterized in that
the row pitch change section (130) includes a P3-P1 pitch change section (230), the P3-P1 pitch change section (230) being provided in the blow molding station (16), and reducing the row pitch of the N rows of holding plates (30) that hold the plurality of preforms (1A) from P3 to P1 in synchronization with a closing motion of the N rows of blow molds (60, 64).

9. The blow molding apparatus as defined in claim 1, characterized in that
the row pitch change section (130) includes a P1-P2 pitch change section (220), the P1-P2 pitch change section (220) being provided in the blow molding station (16), and increasing the row pitch of the N rows of holding plates (30) that hold the plurality of containers (1C) from P1 to P2 in synchronization with an opening motion of the N rows of blow molds (60, 64).

10. The blow molding apparatus as defined in claim 1, characterized in that
the row pitch change section (130) includes a P1-P3 pitch change section (140), the P1-P3 pitch change section (140) being provided in the temperature control station (14), and increasing the row pitch of the N rows of holding plates (30) that hold the plurality of preforms (1A) from P1 to P3.

11. The blow molding apparatus as defined in claim 1, characterized in that
the support-transfer member (20A to 20D) includes a row pitch-keeping member (160) that keeps the row pitch of the N rows of holding plates (30) to P1, P2, or P3,
the N rows of holding plates (30) include a row pitch change link mechanism (150) that is adapted to change the row pitch,
The row pitch change link mechanism (150) includes a guide rod (152) that is supported by the support-transfer member (20A to 20D) and moved when changing the row pitch, the guide rod (152) including three engagement sections (152A, 152B, 152C) that are spaced along a moving direction, and
the row pitch-keeping member (160) includes an engagement section (165) that elastically engages one of the three engagement sections (152A, 152B, 152C).

Patentansprüche

1. Blasformvorrichtung, welche aufweist:

N Reihen von Halteplatten (30), wobei N eine ganze Zahl ist, die gleich oder größer ist als 2, wobei jede Reihe der entlang einer Umsetzrichtung umzusetzenden N Reihen von Halteplatten (30) eine Vielzahl an Halsformen (42) hält;
ein Tragumsetzelement (20A bis 20D), welches die N Reihen von Halteplatten (30) umsetzt, wobei das Tragumsetzelement (20A bis 20D) die N Reihen von Halteplatten (30) trägt, so dass ein Reihenabstand der N Reihen von Halteplatten (30) geändert werden kann;
eine Spritzgussstation (12), welche eine Vielzahl an Vorformlingen (1A) spritzgießt, wobei die Spritzgussstation (12) N Reihen von Spritzgussformen (40) aufweist, welche an die Vielzahl an Halsformen (42) geklemmt sind, die von jeder Reihe der N Reihen von Halteplatten (30) gehalten werden;
eine Temperaturregelstation (14), welche N Reihen von temperaturgeregelten Gefäßformen (50) aufweist, die in der Umsetzrichtung an einer nachgeordneten Seite der Spritzgussstation (12) angeordnet sind, und welche einen Temperaturregulierereignisvorgang durch Anordnen der Vielzahl an von den N Reihen von Halteplatten (30) gehaltenen Vorformlingen (1A) in den N Reihen von temperaturgeregelten Gefäßformen (50) durchführt;
eine Blasformstation (16), welche N Reihen von Blasformen (60, 64) aufweist, die in der Umsetzrichtung an einer nachgeordneten Seite der Temperaturregelstation (14) angeordnet sind, und welche die Vielzahl an durch die N Reihen von Halteplatten (30) gehaltenen Vorformlingen (1A) in eine Vielzahl an Behältern (1C) blasformt; und
einen Reihenabstandsänderungsbereich (130), welche ausgebildet ist, den Reihenabstand der N Reihen von Halteplatten (30) zu ändern, wobei P1 der Reihenabstand der N Reihen von Halteplatten (30) ist, wenn sie die Vielzahl an Vorformlingen (1A) halten, die spritzgegossen worden sind, und P2 der Reihenabstand der N Reihen von Halteplatten (30) ist, wenn sie die Vielzahl an Behältern (1C) halten, die blasgeformt worden sind, dadurch gekennzeichnet,
dass P3 der Reihenabstand der N Reihen von Halteplatten (30) ist, wenn sie die Vielzahl an Vorformlingen (1A) halten, welche zu den N Reihen von Blasformen (60, 64) geöffnet sind, umgesetzt und
dass der Reihenabstandsänderungsbereich (130) ausgebildet ist, den Reihenabstand der N Reihen von Halteplatten (30) so zu ändern, dass P1<P3<B2 erfüllt ist.

2. Blasformvorrichtung nach Anspruch 1,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass sie ferner aufweist:
eine Auswurfsstation (18), welche in der Umsetzrichtung an einer nachgeordneten Seite der Blasformstation (16) angeordnet ist und die Vielzahl an Behältern (1C) von den N Reihen von Halteplatten (30) auswirft, wobei der Reihenabstandsänderungsbereich (130) einen P2-P1-Abstandsänderungsbereich (240) aufweist, wobei der P2-P1-Abstandsänderungsbereich (240) in der Auswurfsstation (18) vorgesehen ist und den Reihenabstand der N Reihen von Halteplatten (30) von P2 zu P1 ändert, bevor die Auswurfsstation (18) die Vielzahl an Behältern (1C) von den N Reihen von Halteplatten (30) auswirft.

3. Blasformvorrichtung nach Anspruch 2,
dadurch gekennzeichnet,
dass jede der N Reihen von Halteplatten (30) ein Paar von Trennplatten (30A, 30B) aufweist, wobei jede der Vielzahl an Halsformen (42) ein Paar von Halsstrennformen (42A, 42B) aufweist, welche an dem Paar von Trennplatten (30A, 30B) gesichert sind, wobei die Vielzahl an Behältern (1C) durch Vergrößern eines Abstands zwischen dem Paar von Trennplatten (30A, 30B) ausgeworfen werden, und
dass die Auswurfsstation (18) die Vielzahl an Behältern (1C) sequenziell von den N Reihen von Halteplatten (30) auswirft, welche mit dem Reihenabstand P1 angeordnet sind.
4. Blasformvorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass jede der N Reihen von Blasformen (60, 64) ein Paar von Blasohrolraumtrennformen (62A, 62B) aufweist, dass ein Reihenabstand der N Reihen von Blasformen (60, 64) P1 ist, wenn die N Reihen von Blasformen (60, 64) geschlossen sind, dass der Reihenabstand der N Reihen von Halteplatten (30) auf P1 gesetzt ist, wenn die N Reihen von Blasformen (60, 64) geschlossen sind, dass das Paar von Blasohrolraumtrennformen (62A, 62B) in mindestens einer Reihe unter den N Reihen bezüglich einer Blasformmittelachse an unsymmetrischen Positionen angeordnet ist, wenn die N Reihen von Blasformen (60, 64) geschlossen sind, der Reihenabstand der N Reihen von Blasformen (60, 64) P2 ist, wenn die N Reihen von Blasformen (60, 64) geöffnet sind, dass die Vielzahl an Vorformlingen (1A) in einen Raum zwischen dem Paar von Blasohrolraumtrennformen (62A, 62B) von jeder der N Reihen von Blasformen (60, 64) in einem Zustand umgesetzt werden, in welchem der Reihenabstand der N Reihen von Blasformen (60, 64) größer als P3 gesetzt ist und der Reihenabstand der N Reihen von Halteplatten (30) auf P3 gesetzt ist, der Reihenabstand der N Reihen von Halteplatten (30) auf P2 gesetzt ist, wenn der Reihenabstand der N Reihen von Blasformen (60, 64) auf P2 gesetzt ist und die Vielzahl an Behältern (1C) von dem Raum zwischen dem Paar von Blasohrolraumtrennformen (62A, 62B) von jeder der N Reihen von Blasformen (60, 64) umgesetzt wird.


6. Blasformvorrichtung nach Anspruch 4, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass N 3 ist, wobei eine äußerste Blasohrolraumtrennform (64B2, 64C2) an einer Formabschlussplatte (208) gesichert ist, wobei die äußerste Blasohrolraumtrennform (64B2, 64C2) einer von dem Paar von Blasohrolraumtrennformen (64B2, 64B1; 64C1, 64C2) von jeder der drei äußeren Blasformen (64) unter den drei Reihen von Blasformen (64) ist, wobei die andere von dem Paar von Blasohrolraumtrennformen (64B2, 64B1; 64C1, 64C2) von jeder der zwei äußeren Blasformen (64) entsprechend an dem Paar von Blasohrolraumtrennformen (64A1, 64A2) einer mittigen Blasform (64) unter den drei Reihen von Blasformen (64) auf einer Rückseite gesichert ist, dass die drei Reihen von Blasformen (64) einander in der Reihenrichtung eng berühren und der Reihenabstand der drei Reihen von Blasformen (64) P1 ist, wenn die drei Reihen von Blasformen (64) geöffnet sind, dass das Paar von Blasohrolraumtrennformen (64A1, 64A2) der mittigen Blasform (64) achssymmetrisch bezüglich der Blasformmittelachse angetrieben werden, wobei das Paar von Blasohrolraumtrennformen (64B2, 64B1; 64C1, 64C2) von jeder der zwei äußeren Blasformen (64) an unsymmetrischen Positionen bezüglich der Blasformmittelachse angeordnet sind und der Reihenabstand der drei Reihen von Blasformen (64) P2 ist, wenn die drei Reihen von Blasformen (64) geöffnet sind.

7. Blasformvorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Temperaturregelstation (14) den Temperaturregelvorgang durch vorläufiges Blasformen der Vielzahl an Vorformlingen (1A) in den N Reihen von temperaturgeregelten Gefäßformen (50) durchführt, so dass ein Körper der Vielzahl an Vorformlingen (1B), welche vorläufig blasgeformt worden sind, in Berührung mit einer aufgeheizten Innenwandboxfläche der N Reihen von temperaturgeregelten Gefäßformen (50) kommt.

8. Blasformvorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass der Reihenabstandsänderungsbereich (130) einen P3-P1-Abstandsänderungsbereich (230) aufweist, wobei der P3-P1-Abstandsändungsbereich (230) in der Blasformstation (16) vorgesehen ist und den Reihenabstand der N Reihen von Halteplatten (30) verkleinert, welche die Vielzahl an Vorformlingen (1A) von P3 zu P1 im Gleichlauf mit einer Schließbewegung der N Reihen von Blasformen (60, 64) hält.
9. Blasformvorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass der Reihenabstandsänderungsbereich (130) einen P1-P2-Abstandsänderungsbereich (220) aufweist, wobei der P1-P2-Abstandsänderungsbereich (220) in der Blasformstation (16) vorgesehen ist und den Reihenabstand der N Reihen von Halteplatten (30) vergrößert, welche die Vielzahl an Behältern (1C) von P1 zu P2 im Gleichlauf mit einer Öffnungsbewegung der N Reihen von Blasformen (60, 64) hält.

10. Blasformvorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass der Reihenabstandsänderungsbereich (130) einen P1-P3-Abstandsänderungsbereich (140) aufweist, wobei der P1-P3-Abstandsänderungsbereich (140) in der Temperaturregelstation (14) vorgesehen ist und den Reihenabstand der N Reihen von Halteplatten (30) vergrößert, welche die Vielzahl an Vorformlingen (1A) von P1 zu P3 halten.

11. Blasformvorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das Tragumsetzelement (20A bis 20D) ein Reihenabstandsbeibehaltungselement (160) aufweist, welches den Reihenabstand der N Reihen von Halteplatten (30) mit P1, P2 oder P3 beibehält, dass die N Reihen von Halteplatten (30) einen Reihenabstandsänderungsverbindungsmechanismus (150) aufweisen, welcher ausgebildet ist, den Reihenabstand zu ändern, dass der Reihenabstandsänderungsverbindungsmechanismus (150) eine Führungsstange (152) aufweist, welche von dem Tragumsetzelement (20A bis 20D) getragen wird und bewegt wird, wenn der Reihenabstand geändert wird, wobei die Führungsstange (152) drei Eingriffsbereiche (152A, 152B, 152C) aufweist, welche entlang einer Bewegungsrichtung beobstet sind und dass das Reihenabstandsbeibehaltungselement (160) einen Eingriffsbereich (165) aufweist, welcher elastisch in einen der drei Eingriffsbereiche (152A, 152B, 152C) eingreift.

Revendications

1. Appareil de moulage par soufflage comprenant :

N rangées de plaques de maintien (30), N étant un nombre entier égal ou supérieur à 2, dans lequel chacune des N rangées de plaques de maintien (30) est destinée à être transférée selon une direction de transfert et maintient une pluralité de moules de goulot (42) ;

un membre de support-transfert (20A à 20D) qui transfère les N rangées de plaques de maintien (30), le membre de support-transfert (20A à 20D) supportant les N rangées de plaques de maintien (30) de manière à permettre le changement d’un pas entre rangées des N rangées de plaques de maintien (30) ;

un poste de moulage par injection (12) qui moule par injection une pluralité de préformes (1A), le poste de moulage par injection (12) comprenant N rangées de moules à cavité d’injection (40) qui sont maintenues par serrage à la pluralité de moules de goulot (42) qui sont maintenus par chacune des N rangées de plaques de maintien (30) ;

un poste de commande de température (14) qui comprend N rangées de moules thermorégulés en forme de pot (50) qui sont agencées sur un côté en aval du poste de moulage par injection (12) dans la direction de transfert, et réalise une opération de conditionnement thermique en agençant la pluralité de préformes (1A) maintenues par les N rangées de plaques de maintien (30) dans les N rangées de moules thermorégulés en forme de pot (50) ;

un poste de moulage par soufflage (16) qui comprend N rangées de moules de soufflage (60, 64) qui sont agencées sur un côté en aval du poste de commande de température (14) dans la direction de transfert, et moule par soufflage la pluralité de préformes (1A) maintenues par les N rangées de plaques de maintien (30) en une pluralité de contenus (1C) ; et

une section de changement de pas entre rangées (130) qui est apte à changer le pas entre rangées des N rangées de plaques de maintien (30), dans lequel P1 est le pas entre rangées des N rangées de plaques de maintien (30) lorsqu’elles maintiennent la pluralité de préformes (1A) qui ont été moulées par injection et P2 est le pas entre rangées des N rangées de plaques de maintien (30) lorsqu’elles maintiennent la pluralité de contenus (1C) qui ont été moulés par soufflage,

caractérisé en ce que

P3 est le pas entre rangées des N rangées de plaques de maintien (30) lorsqu’elles maintiennent la pluralité
2. Appareil de moulage par soufflage tel que défini dans la revendication 1, caractérisé en ce qu'il comprend en outre :

un poste d'éjection (18) qui est agencé sur un côté en aval du poste de moulage par soufflage (16) dans la direction de transfert, et éjecte la pluralité de contenus (1C) des N rangées de plaques de maintien (30), la section de changement de pas entre rangées (130) comprenant une section de changement de pas P2-P1 (240), la section de changement de pas P2-P1 (240) étant réalisée dans le poste d'éjection (18), et changeant le pas entre rangées des N rangées de plaques de maintien (30) de P2 à P1 avant l'éjection par le poste d'éjection (18) de la pluralité de contenus (1C) des N rangées de plaques de maintien (30).

3. Appareil de moulage par soufflage tel que défini dans la revendication 2, caractérisé en ce que chacune des N rangées de plaques de maintien (30) comprend une paire de demi-plaques (30A, 30B), chacun de la pluralité de moules de goulot (42) comprend une paire de demi-moules de goulot (42A, 42B) qui sont fixés sur la paire de demi-plaques (30A, 30B), la pluralité de contenus (1C) étant éjectés par l'augmentation d'un intervalle entre la paire de demi-plaques (30A, 30B), et le poste d'éjection (18) éjectant la pluralité de contenus (1C) séquentiellement des N rangées de plaques de maintien (30) qui sont agencées au pas entre rangées P1.

4. Appareil de moulage par soufflage tel que défini dans la revendication 1, caractérisé en ce que chacune des N rangées de moules de soufflage (60, 64) comprend une paire de demi-moules de cavité de soufflage (62A, 62B), un pas entre rangées des N rangées de moules de soufflage (60, 64) étant réglé à P1 lorsque les N rangées de moules de soufflage (60, 64) sont fermées, le pas entre rangées des N rangées de plaques de maintien (30) étant réglé à P1 lorsque les N rangées de moules de soufflage (60, 64) sont fermées, la paire de demi-moules de cavité de soufflage (62A, 62B) dans au moins une rangée parmi les N rangées étant agencées à des positions asymétriques par rapport à une ligne médiane de moulage par soufflage lorsque les N rangées de moules de soufflage (60, 64) sont ouvertes, la pluralité de préformes (1A) étant transférées à un espace entre la paire de demi-moules de cavité de soufflage (62A, 62B) de chacune des N rangées de moules de soufflage (60, 64) dans un état dans lequel le pas entre rangées des N rangées de moules de soufflage (60, 64) et le pas entre rangées des N rangées de plaques de maintien (30) est réglé à P3, et le pas entre rangées des N rangées de plaques de maintien (30) étant réglé à P2 lorsque le pas entre rangées des N rangées de moules de soufflage (60, 64) est réglé à P2, et la pluralité de contenus (1C) étant transférées de l'espace entre la paire de demi-moules de cavité de soufflage (62A, 62B) de chacune des N rangées de moules de soufflage (60, 64).

5. Appareil de moulage par soufflage tel que défini dans la revendication 4, caractérisé en ce que N égal 2, deux demi-moules de cavité de soufflage (62A) parmi les paires de demi-moules de cavité de soufflage (62A, 62B) des deux rangées de moules de soufflage (60) qui sont adjacents l’un à l’autre dans la direction des rangées étant fixés sur une face arrière, et deux demi-moules de cavité de soufflage (62B) parmi les paires de demi-moules de cavité de soufflage (62A, 62B) des deux rangées de moules de soufflage (60) qui sont agencées sur un côté extérieur dans la direction des rangées étant entraînés, de manière à régler à P2 le pas entre rangées des deux rangées de moules de soufflage (60) lorsque les deux rangées de moules de soufflage (60) sont ouvertes.

6. Appareil de moulage par soufflage tel que défini dans la revendication 4, caractérisé en ce que N égal 3, un demi-moule de cavité de soufflage le plus à l’extérieur (64B2, 64C2) étant fixé sur une plaque de fermeture de moule (208), le demi-moule de cavité de soufflage le plus à l’extérieur (64B2, 64C2) étant l’un de la paire de demi-moules de cavité de soufflage (64B2, 64B1 ; 64C1, 64C2) de chacun des deux moules de soufflage extérieurs (64) parmi les trois rangées de moules de soufflage (64), l’autre de la paire de demi-moules de cavité de soufflage (64B2, 64B1 ; 64C1, 64C2) de chacun des deux moules de soufflage extérieurs (64) étant respectivement
fixé sur la paire de demi-moules de cavité de soufflage (64A1, 64A2) d’un moule de soufflage central (64) parmi les trois rangées de moules de soufflage (64) sur une face arrière,
les trois rangées de moules de soufflage (64) étant en contact étroit les unes avec les autres dans la direction des rangées, et le pas entre rangées des trois rangées de moules de soufflage (64) étant réglé à P1 lorsque les trois rangées de moules de soufflage (64) sont fermées,
la paire de demi-moules de cavité de soufflage (64A1, 64A2) du moule de soufflage central (64) étant entraînée en symétrie axiale par rapport à la ligne médiane de moulage par soufflage, la paire de demi-moules de cavité de soufflage (64B2,
64B1 ; 64C1, 64C2) de chacun des deux moules de soufflage extérieurs (64) étant agencée à des positions asymétriques par rapport à la ligne médiane de moulage par soufflage, et le pas entre rangées des trois rangées de moules de soufflage (64) étant réglé à P2 lorsque les trois rangées de moules de soufflage (64) sont ouvertes.

7. Appareil de moulage par soufflage tel que défini dans la revendication 1,
caractérisé en ce que
le poste de commande de température (14) réalise l’opération de commande de température par moulage par soufflage préliminaire de la pluralité de préformes (1A) dans les N rangées de moules thermorégulés en forme de pot (50) de telle manière qu’un corps de la pluralité de préformes (1B) qui ont subi un moulage par soufflage préliminaire entre en contact avec une surface de paroi interne chauffée des N rangées de moules thermorégulés en forme de pot (50).

8. Appareil de moulage par soufflage tel que défini dans la revendication 1,
caractérisé en ce que
la section de changement de pas entre rangées (130) comprend une section de changement de pas P3-P1 (230),
la section de changement de pas P3-P1 (230) étant réalisée dans le poste de moulage par soufflage (16), et réduisant le pas entre rangées des N rangées de plaques de maintien (30) qui maintiennent la pluralité de préformes (1A) de P3 à P1 en synchronisation avec un mouvement de fermeture des N rangées de moules de soufflage (60, 64).

9. Appareil de moulage par soufflage tel que défini dans la revendication 1,
caractérisé en ce que
la section de changement de pas entre rangées (130) comprend une section de changement de pas P1-P2 (220),
la section de changement de pas P1-P2 (220) étant réalisée dans le poste de moulage par soufflage (16), et augmentant le pas entre rangées des N rangées de plaques de maintien (30) qui maintiennent la pluralité de contenants (1C) de P1 à P2 en synchronisation avec un mouvement d’ouverture des N rangées de moules de soufflage (60, 64).

10. Appareil de moulage par soufflage tel que défini dans la revendication 1,
caractérisé en ce que
la section de changement de pas entre rangées (130) comprend une section de changement de pas P1-P3 (140),
la section de changement de pas P1-P3 (140) étant réalisée dans le poste de conditionnement thermique (14), et augmentant le pas entre rangées des N rangées de plaques de maintien (30) qui maintiennent la pluralité de préformes (1A) de P1 à P3.

11. Appareil de moulage par soufflage tel que défini dans la revendication 1,
caractérisé en ce que
le membre de support-transfert (20A à 20D) comprend un membre de maintien du pas entre rangées (160) qui maintient le pas entre rangées des N rangées de plaques de maintien (30) à P1, P2, ou P3,
les N rangées de plaques de maintien (30) comprennent un mécanisme de liaison de changement de pas entre rangées (150) qui est apte à changer le pas entre rangées,
le mécanisme de liaison de changement de pas entre rangées (150) comprend une tige de guidage (152) qui est supportée par le membre de support-transfert (20A à 20D) et déplacée lors du changement du pas entre rangées,
tige de guidage (152) comprenant trois sections d’engagement (152A, 152B, 152C) qui sont espacées selon une direction de mouvement, et
le membre de maintien du pas entre rangées (160) comprend une section d’engagement (165) qui engage élasti-que l’une des trois sections d’engagement (152A, 152B, 152C).
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[Diagram showing labeled parts: H1, H3, P2, L, and various numbered components: 60, 62A, 62B, 1C.]
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